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EXT. TREE’S TRAILER - DAY

A sun bleached, brown and white 1980 Skyline mobile home.

There is tall wooden fencing attached to both ends that

extends out to the tree line and back on both sides. There

is a door in the fence to the left.

Mikey walks up the cinder block front steps of the trailer

and presses a door bell that’s been clumsily wired to the

outside of the unit.

MIKEY

Look up or he won’t answer.

Mikey points up at security camera.

There is an INTERCOM CLICK.

TREE (O.S)

Yeah what? Mikey? You’re still

alive?

MIKEY

Uh... yeah. Doing OK.

INTERCOM CLICK.

TREE (O.S)

Who is that with you? Look up!

INTERCOM CLICK.

TREE (O.S)

I don’t know them.

MIKEY

It’s cool. This is John and Anna.

JOHN

Hi.

ANNA

Hey.

MIKEY

They’re my friends from way back.

I’ve known them my whole life man.

They’re cool, I promise.

INTERCOM CLICK.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

TREE (O.S)

Alright man, any friends of yours.

I’m out back. I’ll buzz you

through.

Mikey leads Anna and John to the door in the fence.

MIKEY

Tree is a good guy. Super nice.

Just like, don’t make any sudden

movements.

ANNA

What?

BUZZ. They go through.

EXT. TREE’S YARD - CONTINUOUS

TREE (40) is equal parts his father, a career army ranger,

and his mother, a barefoot organic farmer. It’s a volatile

combo.

TREE

FREEZE! Stop right there!

MIKEY

It’s just us man.

TREE

I know who it is. I put out a

claymore. You need to hop over the

tripwire.

Mikey looks down to see a laser tripwire in front of him.

TREE (CONT’D)

Just step on the trailer hitch to

get over.

Mikey goes first and helps Anna and John.

Tree’s yard is a full out backyard farm. Raised garden

boxes, a chicken coop, a greenhouse, and a rabbit shelter.

The exterior fence completely encloses the property. There

are small storage sheds lining the back wall.

The entire space has been tastefully decorated for

Christmas, including an ornate manger scene.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

MIKEY

The yard looks great.

TREE

Thanks man! Thanks so much. I like

your new look! How you doing guys?

Nice to meet you. Sorry for the

safety precautions but it’s finally

here right? S. H. T. F. I was

right! This way.

Mikey, John, and Anna follow Tree.

TREE (CONT’D)

STOP! Don’t move!

JOHN

What, another mine?

TREE

You’re about to step on the

radishes! From here to there is

winter veggies. Just come around

this way, right behind me.

Tree, Mikey, Anna, and John walk single file toward steps

that descend to a door below ground level.

INT. TREE’S BUNKER - DAY

An entire wall of Tree’s bunker is an intricately organized

pegboard with dozens of perfectly placed items hanging from

it. The cot in the corner had been made up with militaristic

precision. The storage cages are stocked with all 78

Doomsday Prepper essentials including blood clotting

sponges, a hand crank radio, and a full out ghillie suit.

TREE

Please check you weapons at the

door if you don’t mind.

Mikey, Anna, and John put their makeshift weapons into a box

marked "WEAPONS".

TREE (CONT’D)

I called it Mikey! Didn’t I call

it? I said TEOTWANKI was coming!

MIKEY

You did man.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

ANNA

Tea-oh-what?

TREE

The end of the world as we know it?

S.H.T.F.? This! What’s happening

right now! I’ve been prepping for

years. I can’t wait to shove it in

my mom’s boyfriend’s stupid face!

Who’s "living in a dangerous

delusion" now Greg? Dummy.

JOHN

OK...

TREE

Can I get you guys anything? I’ve

got dehydrated hummus and freeze

dried carrots, a selection of

canned meats, there’s brownies

baking in the barrel oven. OH! I

just got the rain water collector

up and running last week, thank

God, so I can make some rainwater

tea?

MIKEY

I’ll take a brownie!

JOHN

Mikey, focus.

MIKEY

Right. I think just some bud for

now man.

TREE

Cool. Right down to business. I

like new guy here.

Tree grabs two hooks on the pegboard and slides the wall to

the side revealing compartments with dozens of types weed.

ANNA

Whoa!

TREE

Right? I love this thing.

Everything in this place here has a

place and a purpose.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

JOHN

What’s the box of toys for?

TREE

Should I have to lock myself in

here for any extended period of

time it’s important to keep myself

active and entertained. Otherwise

I’d go crazy from the solitude. HA

HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA! You want

more of that Sugar Plum Fairy?

MIKEY

You have anything else festive?

TREE

You get me bro! I’m doing a 12

strains of Christmas thing. I’ve

got the Sugar Plum Fairy, 3 Kings,

Permafrost, Jesus, Santa Maria,

Northern Light, Pine OG, Tree of

Life, Christmas Cookie, Kosher Kush

Jack Frost, Hawaiian Snow, and of

course Christmas Tree.

JOHN

Shit!

TREE

This Pine OG is crazy. It’s like

pure sativa. High THC low CBD. It’s

a pretty clear headed high. Plus it

smells like a Christmas tree farm!

MIKEY

Sold! You have papers? Shit, I

don’t have any cash. John you got

this?

John pulls out some cash.

TREE

Whoa friend, I’m not taking that

stuff.

JOHN

What? Money?

TREE

That paper money is about a 36

hours away from being absolutely

worthless. It’s a remnant of a

toppling society bro. No, I’m not

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

TREE (cont’d)
getting stuck with that nonsense.

Do you have anything to trade?

MIKEY

No...

TREE

What about that bat you came in

with? That a real Louisville

Slugger?

MIKEY

Uh...

Anna checks the bat.

ANNA

Yeah, it is.

TREE

I could be into that. Functionality

plus nostalgia... I’ll take it!

MIKEY

OK great. Thanks man!

Tree passes Mikey the weed. Anna hands Tree the bat.

ANNA

You have a bathroom down here?

TREE

There’s a composting toilet in

there.

ANNA

What does that mean?

TREE

You don’t flush.

ANNA

...thanks?

Anna goes into the bathroom. Mikey rolls joints with an

intensity of focus we have not yet seen from him.

TREE

Of all the doomsday scenarios I’ve

imagined zombies was a fun one, but

super low on my list of probables.

There’s got to be a lesson in that.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

JOHN

Zombies? Those aren’t zombies.

TREE

Yeah right new guy! Those dead eyed

zombies out there zombie-ing around

aren’t zombies?

MIKEY

(focused on the joints)

No he’s right. They’re actually

like possessed by this demon that

we set loose last night. It tried

to possess me too but I only got

like a little possessed and now I

can see into its hive mind.

TREE

Demon...

Tree slowly moves to a corner of the bunker and retrieves

something.

MIKEY

(focused on the joints)

Crazy right? Apparently there’s

like an actual gateway to hell in

Hell Gate. Which I guess makes

sense. That the path to hell is

here in New Jersey, because where

else would it be?

TREE

Crux sacra sit mihi lux! Nunquam

draco sit mihi dux!

Tree runs across the bunker and tackles Mikey to the ground.

MIKEY

Holy shit!

John tries to pull Tree off of Mikey.

JOHN

What the fuck are you doing man?

Tree pushes John aside. John falls knocking a heavy shelving

unit onto the bathroom door.

ANNA (O.S)

What the fuck?

For the first time we see the crucifix around Tree’s neck.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 8.

MIKEY

Get off me man!

TREE

Vade retro Satana! Nunquam suade

mihi vana!

MIKEY

Tree you’re crazy! We’re friends!

Tree holds a cross to Mikey’s chest and dumps water on him

from a small vile.

TREE

I know we are man! That why I’m

doing this. We have to exorcise

that demon out of you!

Mikey’s flailing fist catches Tree in the face and knocks

him off.

TREE (CONT)

Let me do this for you!

Tree jumps back onto Mikey. John tackles Tree.

INT. BATHROOM

Anna is trying to get out but the door is blocked.

ANNA

Yo! What’s happening?

She BANGS on the door.

ANNA (CONTD)

Let me out!

INT. TREE’S BUNKER

Mikey scrambles to his feet. Tree pushes John off of him and

quickly gets back to his feet.

Tree lunges toward Mikey but John trips him from the ground.

Tree crashes through a table.

TREE

New guy, I’m trying to help!

Mikey is trying unsuccessfully to move the shelving unit off

of the bathroom door.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 9.

MIKEY

Shit!

Tree jumps back to his feet and drags John across the

bunker.

JOHN

Let me go you psycho!

TREE

Let me save him!

Tree drags John into a storage cage and locks it.

INT. BATHROOM

Anna is slamming her shoulder into the door.

INT. TREE’S BUNKER

Mikey shifts the shelving unit but it’s still blocking the

bathroom door.

Tree gathers his cross and holy water and advances on Mikey.

JOHN

Mikey!

MIKEY

Fuck fuck fuck!

Mikey runs out of the bunker and Tree follows.

EXT. TREE’S YARD - CONTINUOUS

Mikey searches for a way out o the yard but Tree is between

him and the only exit.

TREE

This would go much easier if you

just let me exorcise you! I’ve done

it like two and a half times

before.

Mikey opens a storage shed, finds a gardening hoe, and

wields it like a weapon.

MIKEY

Tree you need to chill the fuck out

man!



10.

INT. TREE’S BUNKER - CONTINUOUS

Anna bursts through the bathroom door.

EXT. TREES YARD - CONTINUOUS

Tree cautiously moves toward Mikey.

TREE

Sunt mala quae libas. Ipse venena

bibas!

Mikey swing the hoe wildly.

TREE (CONT’D)

Mikey! Are you still in there! It’s

your friend Tree! I know you can

beat this!

MIKEY

Tree it’s me man!

TREE

The devil is a liar!

Tree lunges at Mikey and Mikey hits him with the hoe.

MIKEY

Oh fuck! I’m sorry man! Are you OK?

TREE (CONT’D)

Mikey if you can hear me in there I

swear I will save you!

MIKEY

TREE IT’S ME!

TREE

I’m coming Mikey!

Tree charges again. Mikey leaps out of his path.

MIKEY

Tree stop! Or... Or...

Mikey moves the hoe to the ground.

MIKEY (CONT’D)

Or I’ll fuck up the winter veggies!

Tree stops dead.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 11.

TREE

You wouldn’t.

MIKEY

Try me.

TREE

That’s the demon talking.

MIKEY

Is it?

Tree takes a step toward Mikey and Mikey hacks the ground

with the hoe. Earth, seed, and veggie viscera fly through

the air.

TREE

Nooooooo!

Anna hits Tree in the back of the head with a number 10 can

of meat, pushes him into the storage shed, and locks it.

ANNA

What the actual fuck?

TREE (O.S)

Let me out! We’ve got to get that

demon out of Mikey before it’s too

late!

MIKEY

Tree, you’ve wildly misjudged the

situation.

TREE (O.S)

What? Oh. Wait. So you’re not being

controlled by the devil?

MIKEY

No dude!

TREE (O.S)

Sorry. My bad. That’s on me bro.

You can let me out now. I’m cool.

MIKEY

Tree man, I just don’t believe

that. I think you want out so you

can try to exorcise me.

TREE (O.S)

...no.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 12.

MIKEY

Tree?

TREE (O.S)

Yeah, that’s right. You really do

get me bro!

MIKEY

Alright man, so we’re just going to

leave you in there until you calm

down OK?

TREE (O.S.)

Smart. It’s actually kind of nice

in here. The wood smell is

soothing.

MIKEY

You’ll be good in there for a

while?

TREE (O.S.)

Totally! This is not the first time

I’ve been locked in a closet to

cool off.

MIKEY

Cool. Later man.

TREE

Later!


